
Here's the front pump.  You are actually looking at the part that faces to the inside of the transmission.
There are a total of 5 bolts that need to be loosened and then removed to separate the two halves of the
front pump.  There is no gasket between the two halves, so be very careful not to damage the faces that seal
together.  You can also see the 2 teflon sealing rings on the neck of the front pump.  These go in and seal
inside the reverse drum.  On 4L60E transmissions, these are teflon rings and will not be replaced unless
they are damaged.  On 700R4s and 4L60s these are split rings and will be replaced.



Here are the two halves of the front pump.  The half that is to the left side of the picture actually contains
the pump rotor and vanes that we will be mostly concerned about.  You can see these in the middle of the
housing.  Be careful when removing the bolts and lower the lower half of the pump slowly, and then hold it
as you remove the final bolts and lower it to the work bench.  Then just pick up the upper half and move it
aside.



Here is the lower half of the pump.  To the right side of the lower half, starting with the bottom part of the
picture you have the pump slide.  The pump slide has been flipped over to show the o-ring groove, the o-
ring and the o-ring cover.  This portion actually faces against the lower half of the pump.  One the pump
slide you can see a V piece that is facing the bottom of the picture.  This piece rides in the opening in the
pump half that you can see in the pump half, to the right side of the pump half, and has a dual spring set up
that is sitting directly above the pump slide in this picture.  The two springs you see, one larger in diameter
and one smaller in diameter, make up the dual spring set up that ride on the V on the pump slide.  The
smaller spring rides inside the larger spring.  To the left of the V on the pump slide, you can see an orange
rectangular seal.  There is actually a small round seal right behind that.  Both will be replaced.  To the left
of the two springs is the pump slide pin, and a very small spring that rides on the pin.  If you look at the
pump half where the pump slide rides, you will see a small hole to the left side, this hole is where the slide
pin goes.  The slide pin spring will go in first and then the pin will fit into the hole.  There is a rounded
place on the pump slide where the pin rides.  Above the pump slide springs you can see a bunch of small
rectangular pieces, and these are the pump vanes.  Above them is the pump rotor.  The slots in the rotor are
where the vanes ride.  In the middle of the rotor is a vane ring.  There is a vane ring on each side of the
rotor.  On the other side of the rotor there is also plastic piece called a rotor guide.  This piece goes against
the rotor and has tangs on it that fit into corresponding notches on the rotor.  The vane ring then rides on the
rotor guide on that side of the rotor.  The rotor guide rides against the pump half pictured.  Now you are
ready to clean everything.



Here is everything cleaned up and ready to be reassembled.  On the blue shop towel, you can see the pump
slide, vane rings, pump rotor, rotor guide, the dual springs are there, and the pump slide pin.  In the baggy
on the shop towel are new pump vanes.



Pictured here are the small rectangular seal and small round seal that go on the pump slide.  These are the
new ones.  Just dip them in transmission fluid and put the pump slide in the pump half, and then slide these
in.  Just make sure that the round seal goes against the pump slide, and the rectangular seal goes against the
pump half.



Here is the pump slide with the small round seal and small rectangular seal installed.  Now, I forgot to get a
picture of this, but prior to installing the pump slide, replace the O-ring that goes into the pump slide and
then install the cover.  You should use transmission assembly lube or petroleum jelly to retain the o-ring
and cover to the pump slide.  The pump slide o-ring cover is on the bottom side of the pump slide, so the
opposite side of the pump slide from what is pictured here.  So you can understand how it is to be installed.



After the small rectangular and round seals are installed, install the pump slide pin.  Here you can get a real
good idea of how it looks assembled.  Don't forget the small spring on the pin that will go in first.



Here are the dual springs pictured where they go.  Just put the smaller diameter one inside the larger
diameter on compress both and install.



Here are the two springs installed.  These aren't easy to compress, but you should be able to do it by hand.
If not, use a small flat tip screwdriver to help out, or you might try a pair of pliers.



Here's the pump rotor and rotor guide.  You can now see the tangs on the rotor guide, and the
corresponding notches on the rotor.  Use some transmission assembly lube or petroleum jelly to retain the
rotor guide in the rotor.  The vane ring will need to be placed against the pump housing half prior to
installing the rotor with guide.  They will both face this pump half housing.



Here is the vane ring shown how is will ride once flipped over and installed.

Here is the rotor with the new vanes installed along with the top vane ring.  Put the first vane ring against
the pump housing, then the rotor with guide, and then install the vanes, and then the upper vane ring.  Lube



the vanes with transmission fluid prior to installation.  Now we  are ready to reassemble the two pump
halves.

But, before we put them together, we will replace the pump screen and o-ring.  Pictured is the old pump
screen.  It is only held in by the o-ring, you just have to work it out.



And here is the new pump screen and o-ring, dipped in transmission fluid and ready to go in. Just push in.

Here is what the pump screen looks like installed.



Now assemble the two pump halves.  They will only go back together one way thinks to the uneven 5 bolt
pattern.  Start the bolt, and bring the lower half up toward the upper half until they are barely touching.
Here is a very important step, you must align the two halves so that they are flush around the out side.
Now, there is a special tool that you are supposed to use to align the two halves, but you can align them by
hand and everything will work fine.  Just take your time, and when you have the edges lined up tighten up
the bolts slowly.  Tighten the bolts in a criss-cross pattern and keep checking your alignment to make sure
the edges are flush.  Once the bolts are tight, torque them in three stages, using a criss-cross pattern to 18 ft-
lbs or 216 in-lbs.  Even during torquing, make sure the two halves stay aligned and the edges are flush.
Now, we are done with the front pump.  You can pull the valves out of the front pump and clean and
inspect.  The TV boost valve is located in the front pump, but is easier to change out once installed.  I will
not be changing the TV boost valve out in this transmission, but it is suggested to be done in performance
applications.  Also, in applications where the engine will be turning more then 5000 rpms, it is suggested to
replace the stock pump rotor, rotor guide and vanes with a 13 vane pump rotor.  This is just going in a V-6
S10 Blazer, so I'm not doing this mod.  I have the 13 vane pump rotor in my 90 Formula 350, but have not
put this in any of the other transmissions I have done because they were going behind stock V-8 engines
that won't typically see 5000 rpms.  The reason for going to the 13 vane is to keep the fluid pressure steady
above 5000 rpms.  Now we are ready to finish our assembly of the internal components of the transmission
and move on to the valve body.
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